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Abstract. Memory leaks of static analysis need to be more accurate to determine memory state of 

different times. The current static memory model has a high false positive rate and false negative rate, 

mainly because the current memory model cannot accurately represent memory state and memory 

hierarchy. In this paper, a domain-sensitive memory model that can represent the memory hierarchy is 

proposed. On this basis, a static memory leak detection method is implemented. The experimental 

results show that the model has high accuracy and detection efficiency. 
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1. Introduction 

In a program written in a language that supports explicit memory allocation, such as C / C ++, 

memory leak is a serious problem. Memory leaks vulnerability will run out of memory system, 

reduces the system performance and even lead to system crash [1]. Memory leak problem is difficult 

to use conventional method to detect, because often need to run for a period of time to have an impact, 

so often because the system downtime was finally discovered by operation and maintenance 

personnel, and code positioning is also difficult after problem discovery. Memory leaks have a 

significant impact on long-running, server-side applications and embedded applications [1], so 

studying how to make effective detection and elimination of memory leaks in the program is very 

important work. 

The corresponding memory leak detection can be used in a dynamic and static testing. Because of 

dynamic testing [2-4] need for code instrumentation and dynamic link library, restricting the scope of 

the code test, static detection is currently the mainstream of mobile Internet security vulnerability 

detection [5-8]. In the static test, the memory model has the greatest influence on the accuracy of 

detection. At present, there are many researches on memory model.Typical job has SATURN [9], 

LCLint [10], etc., can find all the possible memory leak error, but there is a higher rate of false 

positives. Therefore, how to ensure precision under the premise of making static analysis tool can 

analyze large program is a hotspot and difficulty of research on the static analysis. Because of the 

complexity of C language syntax design, it is very difficult to design static test and memory model. 

The symbolic execution memory model must be able to accurately represent the memory running 

state of the program. 

In recent years, many researches have been done on symbolic memory model, mainly focused on 

name binding model [15], array simulation model [11], and tree memory model [12]. Name binding 

model is the most basic memory model. This model treats computer memory as a key-value pair 

(name, value). This memory model can’t simulate pointer aliases, and there is no memory address 

concept. In order to solve this problem, people put forward the concept of array simulation model [11]. 

We can think of memory as a large array, all of the memory operations can be converted to operations 

on the array, and the index number of the array can be seen as abstract representations of the memory 

address. Array model to a certain extent, solve the problem of the name binding model [13]. But his 

shortcomings are obvious: 1) Array model needs to ensure that each variable is a fixed size; 2) The 

array model has no way to represent hierarchical relationships of compound data types, such as 

multi-level arrays, structures, and so on. Therefore, a tree model was proposed [12].The tree memory 

model unifies the variable value and the pointer value into the SValue type, expressed as a form of a 

four-tuple <tp, val, ptr, data>, which is very convenient to support various operations of the data 
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Because the use of a unified SValue type to represent the memory location and memory data, and 

there is no clear hierarchical relationship, resulting in a lot of useless data and empty data, resulting in 

the symbol execution engine consumption of memory is too large, and run time is too long. In a word, 

the current memeory models have the problem that they can not represent memory hierarchy and 

complex data structure. 

To solve this problem, this paper propose a new static domain-sensitive memory detection method 

based on the tree memory model [12]. And on the basis of the memory model, this paper implements 

a static detection system for detecting memory leak. At the end of this paper, through the experimental 

results to verify the validity and accuracy of the memory model.The rest of this paper is organized as 

follows. The second section details the new memory model. The third section introduce how to use 

the memory model to detect memory leaks security vulnerabilities. Finally, through the test to show 

the effect of the new memory model. 

2. Domain - Sensitive Memory Model 

This paper follows the concept of the memory domain model [10], but extends the concept. 

According to Nielson's semantic definition [13], the concept of symbols in the program is divided into 

three categories: semantics, storage, and mathematics. Semantics of the various types of source code 

in the program expression; storage refers to the variable corresponding to the storage space in memory, 

that is, the expression of the left value; maehematics refers to the right-hand side of the expression. 

For an expression, we can use a triplet to describe it: <expression, memoryobject, value>. According 

to this idea, two mapping relations can be abstracted. The mapping from the expression to the storage 

location, which represents each expression and its location: (Expr,Location). The mapping from 

position to value, which represents the value of each position: (Location,Value) 

According to the C language standard [14], an lvalue is an expression with an object type.This 

paper uses the concept of memory domain to abstract C left value expression. Therefore, in a 

domain-sensitive memory model, each left value expression has a corresponding memory field. Also, 

the lvalue expression that points to the same position should point to the same memory domain object 

to eliminate the effect of the alias problem on symbol execution. 

2.1 The hierarchical relationship of the memory domain 

A domain- sensitive memory model defines multiple types of memory domains, such as variables 

explicitly declared, with a memory domain type of VarMD. If a variable is an array or a structure that 

contains subtype data. In order to represent the memory hierarchy relationship of variables of this type, 

this paper proposes the concept of sub-memory domain. A memory domain can be a sub-domain of 

another memory domain. Each sub-domain also has a pointer to its parent domain (Father MD). For 

example, for array types, this paper defines an IndexDomain to represent each child element, and each 

sub-domain has a pointer to its array memory type field. And use a mapping <domain, length> to 

represent the size of each block of memory length. 

Three kinds of StoreMD are used to represent three kinds of storage types of C: stack type, global 

type and heap type. All local variables have a StackDomain as their parent memory domain; all 

dynamically allocated memory has a HeapDomain as its parent memory domain; all static variables 

have a GlobalDomain as their parent memory domain. 

2.2 Type conversion 

In C Language, type conversions between pointers of any type are allowed. This syntax presents a 

great deal of difficulty for static analysis, as shown in the following code. 

    void* p1 = (void*)malloc(100); 

    char* p_char = (char*)p; 

    p_char[0] = ‘b’; 

    int *p_int = (int*)p; 

    p_int[0] = 0; 
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This is an artificial example, but similar code is widespread in reality. Similar code will raise type 

unsafe access. The problem is the C language syntax, you can apply for a block of memory without 

type, and then converted to any type. This paper establishes a concept of TypeDomain, which is used 

to record memory type information on a specific data flow node of the memory domain. In the process 

of type conversion, equivalent to assigning a different TypeDomain type to a specific pointer for the 

memory domain model. A memory domain at the same time, that is, a symbol on the implementation 

of the state point, only one TypeRegion effective. The specific conversion process shown in Figure 1. 

IndexMD
(p_char[0])

IndexMD
(p_int[0])

TypeMD
(p_char)

TypeMD
(p_int)

MD(p1)

 
Figure 1 Symbol type conversion 

Any memory object with a name, such as Type a, has two SValue objects in the memory domain 

model. One on behalf of its left value l_a, the other one on behalf of its right r_a. We classify SValues 

into two types, location types and symbolic types. The Location type represents an abstract memory 

location. All C language pointer type is location type, the other variables are symbolic type, Symbolic 

type have type pointer used to point to TypeDomain. 

2.3 Memory Model and Language 

Usually the memory model and the programming language is the corresponding, the more complex 

the language of the corresponding memory model is also more complex. The high-level language 

syntax structure is complex, such as the traditional C language in the interpretation of the 

implementation must correctly handle a [b], ab, a-> b, * a, & a and other basic expressions composed 

of these basic expressions Complex complex expressions such as a[b] [c].d->e[f],*G-> h and so on. 

Implementing such a system is very complex, and it does not make much sense to find the bug itself. 

Another possible approach is to translate the high-level language into an intermediate language model 

first and then analyze it in intermediate languages. This approach avoids the complexity of high-level 

languages because complex language structures have been decomposed into smaller and simpler 

intermediate language constructs in the process of converting high-level languages into intermediate 

languages. The symbolic execution data stream is an intermediate expression type.As shown in Table 

1, the paper defines several symbolic rules to represent the syntax in C: LVal (expr) returns the left 

value of the expression expr, expressed as a Location type.RVal (expr) returns the right value of the 

expression expr, expressed as a Location type or symbolic type.The domain-sensitive memory model 

supports almost all C language expressions: pointers at any level, array data types, structure types, 

dynamically allocated memory types, and so on. 

Table 1 Domain - sensitive memory model syntax correspondence table 

 LVal RVal 

Constant n 

Variable x 

Array a 

N/A 

VD(x) 

VD(x) 

n 

SV(LVal(x)) 

N/A 

A[e] 

s.d 

p->d 

IndexMD(LVal(a),RLval(e)) 

FieldMD(LVal(s),d) 

FieldMD(RVal(p),d) 

SV(LVal(a[e])) 

SV(LVal(s.d)) 

SV(LVal(p->d)) 

&expr 

*expr 

N/A 

LVal(expr) 

LVal(expr) 

SV(RVal(expr)) 

Malloc(n) N/A MallocDomain(n) 
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3. Memory leak detection 

In this section, we will first design a static detection system, and then describe in detail how to 

write a detector using the new memory model to detect memory leak security vulnerabilities. 

According to the characteristics of static detection, this paper designs the symbol execution engine 

system. The specific symbolic execution logic flow is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 The flow chart of symbolic execution 

This system contains several modules, such as semantic analysis, symbol execution, and report 

output. We can add different types of security vulnerability detectors by adding custom detectors. 

This paper takes memory leak as an example. 

The process of detecting memory leaks can be thought of as a state machine transformation process. 

It contains a set of state sets, a starting state, one or more termination status, a state between the 

conversion table. In addition, this article also adds an error state, used to characterize the program 

failure. Memory leak state machine described in Figure 3. 

START

Allocated

Released
Relinquis

hed
Escaped

END

 
Figure 3 Memory leak state automaton 

Considering all the memory calls in the program, each memory request statement in the program 

affects the state machine state. The system creates a variable-independent and path-related state 

machine instance for each allocated memory and maintains a memory field for each memory variable, 

and then analyzes the program according to the state machine. 

4. Testing and results analysis 

In this section, we will test the theory and model above. We use NoSQL database redis-3.0 and C 

language open source compiler ucc and open source query engine OLAP-NG as the test cases. Table 2 

shows the results of using our algorithm for memory leak detection, Table 3 shows the results 

obtained using the TMM model test. 
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The table includes the number of reports in each program, the number of false positives, false 

positives. Experimental results show that the memory leak detection method based on the memory 

domain sensitive detection algorithm can control the suspected memory leaks in a small range, and 

the false alarm rate is small compared with the detection algorithm based on the tree model alone. 

Both methods give a superset of a memory leak error that contains all of the actual memory leak 

errors. 

Table 2 Domain-Sensitive Memory Model Test Results Table 

Numble Number of Reports Number of false positives False positive rate 

Redis-3.0 2 0 0% 

UCC 5 0 0% 

OLAPNG 15 3 20% 

 

Table 3 TMM Memory Model Test Results Table 

Numble Number of Reports Number of false positives False positive rate 

Redis-3.0 5 3 60% 

UCC 8 3 35% 

OLAPNG 20 8 40% 

By comparison, it can be found that the domain-sensitive memory model detection method has 

higher detection precision and smaller false alarm rate. Because we record more program flow 

analysis information, such as hierarchical relationships and type conversion information, to static 

detectors to provide more effective analysis of data, it can also be false alarm rate control in a small 

range. In conclusion, the proposed domain-sensitive memory detection model compared with the 

traditional single detection method, for the detection of memory leak security vulnerabilities have a 

higher accuracy, and has a higher detection efficiency. 

5. Summary 

Traditional static testing memory model suffer from false positives and false negatives. We 

propose a domain-sensitive memory model that can represent the memory hierarchy. Results show 

that our method has higher accuracy and efficiency rate. 
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